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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
With the emerging social media websites, like Flickr, 

YouTube, and Facebook, huge number of images are 
published and shared online. The image is becoming a rich 
and important information source for people’s daily life. 
Images can not only express a specific topic, but also 
convey emotions to evoke viewers. Topics and emotions 
are two levels of semantics of one image, and they work 
together to deliver the whole meaning of the image. Thus, 
it will highly improve online image retrieval’s 
performance if one can help to detect topics and emotions 
from one image simultaneously. However, with the online 
information explosion phenomenon, it is impossible to 
manually complete such a task, and automatically image 
topic/emotion detection has turned out to be an important 
and interesting research hotspot.  

Generally speaking, a Topic can be defined as the object 
that an image describes, like a flower, a building or a 
person. An Emotion is the subjectivity an image conveys, 
like happy, sad or satisfied. Emotion analysis is closely 

related to sentiment analysis, which has been deeply 
explored in text mining area. The difference between the 
emotion and sentiment is that emotions are more specific. 
Classically, there are only three types of sentiments, 
namely positive, negative and neutral, and each type of 
sentiment contains various emotions, for example, positive 
sentiment contains emotions like happiness, interested, 
trust, and so on, and negative sentiment contains sadness, 
grief and rage. Although opinion mining and sentiment 
analysis has been intensively studied in text mining, 
limited similar works have been done in computer vision 
field. But, with the development of multimedia, more and 
more people choose to use image, which are more 
infectious and vivid, to express their opinions and 
emotions. Text analysis alone is becoming insufficient to 
cope with the huge influx of images online.  

Topics and emotions are two semantic levels to interpret 
an image[1]. Topic detection is a hot research spot, and 
related methods can be grouped into two categories. The 
most commonly used one is the classification models[2-4]. 
After feature extraction and representation, researchers 
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apply some classical classification models, such as 
Support Vector Machine (SVM), to group the images, and 
then find the topics for each group. Another method is the 
probabilistic latent variable models [5-8]. Latent Dirichlet 
Allocation (LDA)[9] and its extension models are widely 
used. Compared to the first approach, the advantage of 
LDA extended models is that they are unsupervised and do 
not need training dataset, so it is more flexible in use.  

Despite its popularity, most emotion detection works 
focus on recognizing emotions from facial expressions[10], 
butthe perception of emotions from a non-face image is 
still an open area to explore. The other pertinent 
researches[11-15]are about to use low-level vision features 
alone to conduct the emotions analysis, and the results are 
always not that satisfying.  

In summary, two problems exist in this area. First, many 
works just explore only topics or only emotions from an 
image. Topics and emotions are one image’s two levels of 
semantics, and one of them alone could not make a 
comprehensive explanation about that image. Second, 
most researches only consider text or vision features, and 
ignore the other one, but both of them contribute to the 
final result. Common sense tells us the more useful 
information we use, the higher possibility to get an 
accurate result. All the available information should be 
well exploited but ignored.  

To solve the above problems, this paper proposes a Joint 
Topic/Emotion Multi-Modal Hierarchical LDA model 
(JTE-MMHLDA) to detect images’ topics and emotions in 
a unified framework. Specifically, JTE-MMHLDA uses 
multi-level LDA to handle the joint topic/emotion 
detection problem. First, JTE-MMHLDA exploits both 
text and vision features, enriching the feature collection to 
get a better result. Second, to make a global view of the 
results, JTE-MMHLDA implements global and shared 
topic/emotion distributions, making the results more 
interpretable and comparable. Third, JTE-MMHLDA uses 
two kinds of hidden variables to function, one is for the 
topic distribution, and the other is for the emotion 
distribution, realizing topic/emotion detection in a uniform 
framework.  

We test our model on an image collection with 36765 
images extracted from Flickr, and the result shows that 
JTE-MMHLDA outperforms the text-only system by 4.4%, 
vision-only system by 18.1% in topic detection, and 
outperforms the text-only system by 7.1%, vision-only 
system by 39.7% in emotion detection.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
gives a brief introduction to the related models and works. 
Section 3 describes the JTE-MMHLDA in detail. Section 4 

presents the experiment process and results. Finally we 
give a conclusion and future work description in Section 5.  

 
II. RELATED WORK 

 
1. Multi-Model Topic Model 

Once Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)[16]was 
proposed, this model has been widely applied to computer 
vision field. A lot of image classification and topic 
detection models are LDA extended [6-8, 17, 18]. The 
basic idea behind LDA is that it assumes each image has a 
distribution on the latent topics, and each topic has a 
distribution on the features. LDA utilizes the feature co-
occurrence phenomenon to group images sharing similar 
feature vectors together. LDA discovers topics in an 
unsupervised fashion, so it is flexible to be widely applied.  

Even though plain LDA has helped a lot in image topic 
detection, it can only handle one instance (one kind of 
feature). Some researchers argue that in the real world, one 
image might be associated with multiple instances[19]. 
One image  not only has vision features, but also the text 
features, like descriptions, title and tags, around it. But 
plain LDA will be insufficient in handling with such 
heterogeneous features. Thus, Multi-Modal LDA 
(mmLDA)[20] is proposed to deal with such a problem. 
MmLDA can simultaneously exploit both vision and text 
features to generate topic distributions based on both of 
these two kinds of features. M3LDA[21] is a good 
example in extending mmLDA. M3LDA consists three 
parts of LDA, one is to process vision features, one is to 
process text features, and one is used to combine these two 
parts. Another application of mmLDA is the mm-SLDA, 
which combines two supervised LDA (sLDA)[22] together. 
The labels in mm-SLDA are shared by all the images and 
act as the bridge between the text features and vision 
features. Topic Regression Multi-Modal LDA (tr-
mmLDA)[5] replaces the concrete and independent  latent 
variables with a latent variable regression approach to 
correlate the latent variables of the two modalities.  

Multi-Modal LDA has been broadly studied in image 
classification area. Most of the researches focus on how to 
design each modality or how to combine different 
modalities, but the number of hidden variables they use is 
just one. One hidden variable assumption does not always 
function in the real world. The topic and emotion are two 
hidden variables embedded in one image, and thus at least 
two hidden variables are in need. Taking images in Fig. 1 
as an example, Figure 1(a) and Figure 1 (b) share the same 
topic “flower”, but they have different emotions. Figure  
1(a) and Figure 1(c) share the same emotion, like “happy”, 
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but have very different topics.  Most current mmLDA 
extended models could detect that Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b) 
describe the same topic, but could fail to distinguish the 
different emotions they have.  

 

 
Fig. 1. Images share topics but have different emotions. 
 

2. Sentiment/Emotion Analysis 

Sentiment analysis is an important research topic in text 
mining area. In the beginning, a lot of related researches 
are based on lexicon or ontology construction 
methods[23, 24], but since the proposition of LDA, a lot of 
LDA extended models have been built to automatically 
recognize the sentiment distribution from a message.  Joint 
Sentiment Topic  Model(JST)[25] is first model to 
introduce the sentiment hidden variable into LDA. This 
paper has inspired a lot of text mining researchers to use 
the double hidden variable models in sentiment analysis. 
Similar models are MaxEnt-LDA[26], ASUM[27] and 
JAS[28], and all of them work very well on the text.  

Although comparing the achievement of sentiment 
analysis in text analysis, the one for image analysis falls 
far behind, some efforts still have been made and inspire a 
lot. Jana Machajdik and Allan Hanbury[14] identified a 
series of features, including color and texture,  which are 
helpful for image sentiment detection, and their work laid 
a solid foundation for feature definition in image emotion 
analysis. Damian Borth et al.[29] introduced the Adjective 
Noun Pairs (ANP), to recognize the concepts and emotions 
for an image, but the information they use is just text data. 
This research has proved that one image’s text is indicative 
for its sentiment, and needs to be incorporate with vision 
features together for emotion detection. Wang et al.[30] 
and Guo[31] et.al tried to train a mapping function 
between low-level features and high-level emotions and to 
realize image emotion recognition. However, the problems 
of such function-based models are that they heavily rely on 
the training dataset, while in the social media environment, 
a well-defined training dataset, which conveys all the 
possibilities in the real world, is hard to construct. 
Shuoyan Liu et al[32] combined the unsupervised 
generative model pLSA with domain knowledge together 
to make the image emotion categorization. However, 

pLSA has been proved to be inferior to LDA, especially in 
modeling the distribution on the document level.  

Besides, most image emotion researches care about just 
the emotion in images, but ignore the topics which convey 
emotions. In many cases the topic-emotion pairs are more 
informative than emotions alone, like “happy babies” is 
more meaningful than “happy”. As far as we are 
concerned, very limited works have been done in the 
computer vision field to identify both topic and emotion at 
same time.  

This paper proposes a framework, JTE-MMHLDA, to 
identify the topic and emotion contained in an image 
simultaneously. JTE-MMHLDA extends the mmLDA 
model, but uses two kind of hidden variables to infer topic 
distribution and emotion distribution respectively. In 
addition, JTE-MMHLDA assumes each hidden variable 
has distributions on both of the text and vision features. 
Furthermore, JTE-MMHLDA introduces a two-level 
model structure to realize the topic/emotion sharing among 
the whole document collections.  

 
III. JOINTLY TOPIC/EMOTION 

MULTI-MODEL HIERARCHICAL LDA 
 

1. Foundation Models for JTE-MMHLDA 

The theory foundation of JTE-MMHLDA is the LDA 
model. LDA assumes two levels of multinomial 
distributions, which are controlled by two levels of 
Dirichlet distributions. LDA is the generative model 
shown as Fig. 2 (a), and its generative process is as follows: 

 
(1) For each topic 1,2,3 … , sample a distribution �(k) 

according to a Dirichlet parameterized by β, 
~  

 distribution 

(2) For each document 1,2,3 … , sample a distribution 
θ(d) according to a Dirichlet distribution parameterized by α. 

~  
(2.1) For each word position w in document d, sample a 

topic according to , ~  
(2.2) For each word position w in document d, sample a 

word according to , , ~ ,  
 

The problem of LDA is that it can only process 
homogenous features, but in image process, an image 
might have multiple types of features, such as text features, 
vision features, or even cognitive features. In order to 
extend LDA model to cope with multiple-type-feature 
problem, mmLDA has been created. mmLDA combines 
different modalities together, and each modality is also a 
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Another problem of mmLDA is that the topics are not 
shared by the document collection, just as shown in Fig.2 
(b),each document has its own topic distribution . 

LDA model dealing with one kind of features. Figure2(b) 
shows the graphic model of mmLDA.  In order to simplify 
the presentation, we assume two modalities in mmLDA, 
and one is for text features, and the other one is for vision 
features. The generative process of mmLDA is shown as 
follows: 

 
(1) For each text topic 1,2,3 …  sample a distribution 

according to a Dirichlet distrib eterized by 
β. ~  

ution param

(2) For each vision topic 1,2,3 …  sample a 
distribution according to a Dirichl parameterized 
by γ. ~  

et distribution 

(3) For each document d 1,2,3 … , sample a 
distribution according to a Dirichlet distribution parameterized 
by α. ~  

(3.1) For each text feature position in document d, sample 
a text topic  according to . ~   

(3.2) For each vision feature position in document d, 
sample a vision topic  according to , 

~  
(3.3) For each text feature position in document d, sample 

a text feature w according to , , 
~ ,  
(3.4) For each vision feature position in document d, 

sample a vision feature v according to , , 
~ ,  
 

The problem of mmLDA is that it can only handle one 
hidden variable in the whole process. Nevertheless, an 
image might need to be explained from multiple 
perspectives in order to get a comprehensive 
understanding. In LDA extended models, a new latent 
variable tend to be introduced to cope with the multi-
hidden-variable problem. For example, JST has added one 
“latent sentiment variable” to help in sentiment detection.  
The graphic model of JST is shown as in Figure 2 (c).  JST 
assumes each document will have a distribution on both 
topic and sentiment, which are two hidden variables in this 
model. The generative process of JST is shown as follows: 

 
(1) For each topic 1,2,3 … , sample a sentiment 

distribution according to a Dirichlet distribution parameterized 
by β, ~  

(2) For each document d, sample a sentiment distribution 
according to a Dirichlet distr eterized by γ, 

~  
ibution param

(3) For each sentiment label 1,2,3 …  under document 
d, sample a distribution according to a Dirichlet distribution 
parameterized by α, , ~  

(4.1) Sample a sentim   
(4) For each word w in document d 

ent label ~
(4.2) Sample a topic ~ ,  

(4.3) Sample a word ~  ,  
 

 
(a) LDA 

 

 
 

(b)  mmLDA 

 
(c) JST 

Fig. 2. Graphic models of foundation models 
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Private topic distribution will make the final result messy 
and hard to interpret. In order to solve this problem, JTE-
MMHLDA utilizes a hierarchical structure. For each 
document, its own topic distribution   is generated by a 
global shared topic distribution θ. In this case, we can 
interpret each image’s topic via the shared θ, making the 
results more comparable and flexible. 

 
2. Principles of JTE-MMHLDA 

JTE-MMHLDA extends mmLDA by adding a 
distribution level and introducing a new hidden variable. 
Even though a lot of sentiment models assume topics and 
sentiments are dependent, either topic is dependent on the 
sentiment orsentiment is dependent on the topic, JTE-
MMHLDA assumes them independent.  Most sentiment 
models are developed for a specific entity, such as a 
specific restaurant. In this case, under each topic, the 
sentiment distributions change very little among reviews 
because of the existing real status of the restaurant. If a 
restaurant does have a very awful service, most people will 
put forward a negative sentiment about its service in their 
reviews, so the sentiment distribution under the topic 
“service” about this restaurant tends have a negative bias. 
In the contrast, online images’ emotions under a specific 
object might change a lot from images to images.  Even 
for the same object, different images might present very 
different emotions. Taking the images in Figure 1 as 
examples, Figure 1(a) and Figure 1(b) share the same topic, 
but they have very opposite emotions. So, it is more 
reasonable to deal topic and emotion as two independent 
variables in image emotion analysis.  

The basic idea of JTE-MMHLDA is that each image has 
two independent distributions, one is about topic, and the 
other one is about emotion.  There are two distribution 
levels for each of them respectively. The first level 
distribution is shared by all the images in the collection, 
and the second level distributions are private to each of the 
images. But the second level distributions are controlled 
by the first level ones. Both of the topics and emotions are 
denoted by the features extracted from the image entity. 
Two kinds of features will be used, text features and vision 
features. 

 
3. Model Description 

We treat topic/emotion detection task as a two-level 
problem. Locally, there are four kinds of groups: the text 
topic, the text emotion, the vision topic and the vision 
emotion for each document. Globally, the text topic and 

vision topic should be mapped into the same topic space 
which is shared by all the documents, and similarly, the 
text emotion and vision emotion should be mapped to the 
shared emotion space too. Thus, in the first level, we need 
assign the features to different groups, and in the second 
level, we need to map the local groups to the global ones.  

Assume we have a corpus of D image entities, and each 
image entity contains one image and its descriptive text, 
including title, description and tags. Each image entity can 
be represented by an N-dimension feature vector, which 
includes Nt dimensions of text features and Nv dimensions 
of vision features. If one feature is a text feature, it will be 
decided as either a text topic feature or a text emotion 
feature. Similarly, a vision feature will be decided as either 
a vision topic feature or a vision emotion feature. Such 
decision will be made beforehand according to prior 
knowledge, which will be detailed in the Experiment part.  

A text topic feature will be used to infer text topics, a 
text emotion feature will be used to infer text emotion, a 
vision topic feature will be used to infer vision topics, and 
a vision emotion feature will be used to infer the vision 
emotions. In addition, the local text and vision topics will 
be mapped to the global topics and the local text and 
vision emotions will be mapped to the global emotions. 
Figure 3 shows the graphic model of JTE-MMHLDA 

 
Fig. 3. Graphic model of JTE-MMHLDA 
 
The generative process of JTE-MMHLDA can be 

described as follows: 
(1) For each text topic 1,2,3 … , sample a 

distribution according to a Dirichlet distribution parameterized 
by , ~  
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(2) For each text emotion  1,2,3 … , sample a 
distribution according to a Dirich arameterized 
by , ~  

let distribution p

(3) For each vision topic 1,2,3 … , sample a 
distribution according to a Dirichl rameterized 
by , ~  

et distribution pa

(4) For each vision emotion 1,2,3 … , sample a 
distribution according to a Dirichlet distr ution parameterized 
by , ~

ib
 

(5) Draw a global topic distribution  according to hyper-
parameter α, ~  

(6) Draw a global emotion distribution � according to 
hyper-parameter γ, ~  

(7) For each document d: 
(7.1)  Draw a text topic distribution ccording to  ,  a
(7.2)  Draw a vision topic distribution , ording to   acc
(7.3)  Draw a text emotion distribution ,  according to 

� 
(7.4)  Draw a vision emotion distribution ,  according to 

� 
(7.5)  For each feature position  i  document d: n

i. If this fe ture re a  is a text topic featu
• draw a topic  according to , 

,  ~
• draw a text topic feature according to , , 

~ ,  
ii. If this feature is a text em tion feature, draw an 

emotion  acc r
o  

o ding to  
• draw an emotion according to , 

~  
• draw a text emotion feature according to , 

, ~ ,  
iii. If this fe t eature a ure is a vision topic f

• draw a topic  according to ,  
~  

• draw a text topic feature according to , 
, ~ ,  

iv.  If this f a  feature e ture is a vision emotion
• draw a topic  according to , 

~  
• draw a text topic feature according to , , 

~ ,  
 

Table 1 explains the annotation in Figure 3.  
 

4. Model Inference 
We use Gibbs Sampling as the method to infer the 

distribution. Following the model described as above, the 
full b  as 
fol

joint distri ution for the model can be represented
lows: 

, , |  , , | , , | |
   | , ,

      , ,  

| ,

                 , | ,        
where  denotes to a text topic word,  denotes to a 

vision topic word,  denotes to a text emotion word, and 
 denotes to a vision emotion word.  
 

Table 1. The Annotations of graphical model 

α The hyper parameter to generate the global 
topic distribution 

β The hyper parameter to control the word 
distributions 

γ The hyper parameter to generate the global 
emotion distribution 

θ; θd
The topic distribution; θ is the global topic 
distribution, θdis the local distribution

�; 
�d 

The emotion distribution; � is the global 
emotion distribution, �d is the local emotion 

distribution 
z A topic 
s An Emotion 
w A text feature 
v A vision feature 
N The length of features within a document 
D The number of document 
T The number of emotions 
K The number of topics 

 
Note that one word can only be one of the four 

categories, namely the text topic word, the text emotion 
word, the vision topic word, and the vision emotion word, 
so the above formula can be simplified. Taking the text 
topic w a n a  a text 
topic w ollows: 

ord s a  ex mple, if a word is defined as
ord, the above formula can be simplified as f

,  , , , , |
, | , |                 (2) 

Just as mentioned above, the JTE-MMHLDA is a two 
level model. Still using a text topic assignment as an 
example, we will infer the local text topic first, and then 
map this topic to the global one. The local text topic 
infere proces  calcnce s can be ulated as follows: 

, |           (3) 
 

| ,

∑ ∑  

 
The local topic matching process can be calculated as 

follows: 

|                           (4) 
 

,                  

∑ ∑  
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where  indicates the number words in document d has 
been assigned to local text topic ,  indicates how 
many times the word  has been assigned to topic , 

                                                          

 indicates how many times local text topic  has been 
assigned to global topic z, and  indicates how many 
times the word  has been assigned to the global topic z.  

By iteration the process as shown above, we can infer 
the real distribution of text topic words over topics. Other 
distributions, namely text emotion word text emotion 
distribution emotion distribution, vision topic word 

vision topic distribution  topic distribution, vision 
emotion word vision emotion distribution  emotion 
distribution can be infer by similar process. To be 
simplification, this paper will not expand detail here.  
 

 

 

 
Fig.  4. Plutchnik’s wheel of emotion.* 
 

IV. EXPERIMENT 
 

1. Datasets and Data Process 

The test data we want to use needs to be emotional 
images containing both image and text information. In 
order to get a decent dataset, we built a program to help 
extract images from Flickr. We appliy Plutchnik’s Wheel 
of Emotion[33]as our theory foundation to obtain the 
images with emotions. According to Plutchnik’s theory, 
human will basically have 8 emotions, and each has 3 
valences, just as shown in Figure 4. Thus, we use all the 

 
*image is from  
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/259801472228430213/ 

24 emotion words as our keywords to visit corresponding 
images in Flickr. The 24 words are shown Figure 4. 
Totally we have collected 36765 images as our dataset. 
The dataset is available from the authors upon request. 

 
2. Text Features 

To simplify the process, we just use each word from the 
image’s title, description and tags as a text feature. 
Generally speaking, prior knowledge will help to improve 
the final accuracy. Thus, we predefine the character of 
each feature before they are put into the model. We 
utilized the sentiment dictionary MPQA[34] to help tell 
whether a word conveys emotion. MPQA is a dictionary 
recording most of the words with sentiment. We simply 
assume that all words in MPQA as text emotion words, 
otherwise as text topic words.  

 
3. Vision Features 

We use the toolkit provided by Jianxiong Xiao el at[35] 
to extract the vision features.  The features we use are the 
Geo-Color, Geo-Map, Geo-Texton, GIST, LBP, LBPHF, 
Texton and Tiny_Image provided by this toolkit.  

As mentioned in Jana Machiajdi el at’s work[14], color 
and texture are two import features in image emotion 
representation. Thus, we extract these two kinds of 
features as the vision emotion features. Geo-Color and 
Geo-Texton are two groups of features to deal with color 
and texton histograms for each geometric class (ground, 
vertical porous, and sky). Texton is a traditional and 
powerful local image descriptor is to convolve the image 
with Gabor-like filter bank[36], and this group of features 
is also used to indicate the emotion of the image. LBP and 
LBPHF are also deal with the texture things, and are also 
defined as vision emotion features.  

Geo-Map is to compute the geometric class probabilities 
for image regions. GIST is used to compute wavelet image 
decomposition. Tiny_Image is used to reduce the image 
dimensions for object recognition and scene classification. 
All these three groups of features are used as vision topic 
features.  

 
4. Experiment Results 

We test our algorithm on our Flickr dataset. For all the 
hyper-parameters, we employ the standard and out-box 
settings without any tune to our data.  We set all the βs as 
0.01, and other hyper parameters as 0.02. The results 
shown in Table 2 are generated under the situation that 
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topic number is 20, and emotion number is 8. Table 2 
gives a quick view of our experiment results.  

In Table 2, Column “Original Tags” presents the tags 
attached with this image from Flickr. Because some 
images have too many tags, considering the limitation of 
space, we just present some of them, and use “…” to 
indicate there are more tags. Column “Topical Words” 
presents the representative words generated by our model 
to describe this image’s topic. Column “Emotion Words” 
presents the representative words generated by our model 
to describe this image’s emotion.  

Comparing column “Original Tags” and “Topic Words”, 
we find these two groups of words are highly correlated. 
For image 1, our model has detected the topic words 
“Church”, “Cathedral”, “Liverpool”, “Christian”, which 
exactly appear in its original tags. For image 3, our model 
has detected the word “Face” and “Head”, which do not 
appear in its original text, but definitely can be used 
describe this image. 

 
Table 2. Examples of the experiment results. 

 
 

Comparing column “Original Tags” and “Emotion 
Words”, we find that our model can help to find more rich 
word collections to describe an image’s emotion. Most 
tags given to an image are noun words, conveying very 
limited emotions. Taking Image 4 as an example, it 
describes a man sitting lonely and bored in a room. Even 
though the original text give words like “Boredom” and  
“Bored” to describe its emotion, our model has helped to 
find words like “Loathing”, “Isolation” and  “Lonely”, 

which also are very appropriate words to describe this 
image’s emotion.  

Comparing Image 3 and Image 6, we find that these two 
images belong to the same topic, and they all portrait a 
female face, but our model has detected that they belong to 
very different emotions. The emotion in Image 3 is about 
“surprise” and “motionless”, while emotion in Image 6 is 
about “sadness” and “twisted”. This example also 
indicates that emotion detection, besides topic detection, is 
very important for an image retrieval system.  

 
5. Evaluation 

We use text information as the hint for accuracy.  
Taking topic assignment as an example, for each document, 
we collect the top 3 topics this document has been 
assigned to, and gather all the top 50 words in each of 
them as topic words. We compare this document’s text 
word set with the topic word set. If their union size is 
larger than the threshold we defined, we deem this 
document has been rightly classified. We set the threshold 
as 5 words. But, if the document’s length is smaller than 
10, we assume if half number of words are found in the 
topic word set, the document has been rightly assigned.  

First, we measure how the accuracy changes with 
different settings of the topic/emotion number in JTE-
MMHLDA. At the beginning, we fix the number of topics, 
and change the number of emotions (shown in Figure 5(a)), 
and find that the emotion accuracy falls as the emotion 
number increases. When the emotion number set as 3, the 
accuracy can hit 98%, but when the emotion number 
increase to 6 and above, the accuracy can only keep 
around 70%. Then, we fix the number of emotion, and 
change the number of topics (shown in Figure5 (b)), and 
find even though there is fluctuations, the accuracy of 
topic stays relatively stable, keeping between 64% and 
71%.  

The possible reasons contributing to such results might 
root from the unbalance in the dataset. Common sense tells 
us that the more classes exist, the more possible a word 
could be misclassified, and the less accurate the final result 
might be. In our dataset, most words are topic words, and 
much fewer words are emotion words. Thus, the emotion 
accuracy is more sensitive because of the small sized 
emotion word set, even if only a small subset of words 
have been misclassified, the final accuracy will be affected 
a lot.  Comparing to the emotion word set, the topic word 
set is much larger, and thus although a reasonable words 
have misclassified, the final result will not be impacted so 
much.  
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Then, we decompose our model into three parts, model 
with only text features(t-JTE), model with only vision 
features (v-JTE), and model with both text and vision 
features(j-JTE). We want to explore whether the 
combination of text features and vision features will 
improve the model’s performance. Figure 6 shows the 
experiment results.  

Figure 6(a) shows the emotion accuracy changes with 
different emotion numbers but fixed topic number.  Both j-
JTE and t-JTE outperform the v-JTE, and this indicates 
that text is an important factor to reveal an image’s 
emotion, and vision features alone are hardly to be 
competent. Comparing j-JTE and t-JTE, we find the results 
of these two are very close, but j-JTE is a little better. So, 
vision features alone might not be good for images’ 
emotion detection, but when combined with text features, 
it can help to improve the final result. 

Figure 6(b) shows the topic accuracy changes with 
different topic numbers but fixed emotion number. Again, 
both j-JTE and t-JTE beat v-JTE in topic detection. 
Comparing j-JTE and t-JTE, j-JTE still edges out t-JTE. 
Once more, this result shows that vision features alone are 
not good for topic detection comparing to the text features, 
but they help to improve the performance when combined 
with text features.  

Figure6 shows a big difference between the accuracies 
of emotion detection and topic detection. The emotion 
detection accuracy can be higher than 70%, but topic 
detection accuracy stays below 70%. The main reason 
contribute to this phenomenon is still the data unbalance 
problem. For many images, they have limited number, if 
not none, of emotion words, so it is very easy for one of 
the top3 emotions to contain the certain words, and thus 
the average accuracy could not be very low. While, the 
topic collection has very many words, and a topic might 
rank many of one word’s synonyms ahead, but not exactly 
that word. In this case, even the document has been rightly 
assigned, but the evaluation algorithm could not find the 
exact word, and will judge it as a mismatch. So, the topic 
detection accuracy is relatively lower.  

Finally, we compare j-JTE, t-JTE and v-JTE with 
different numbers of topics and the emotions. Figure 7(a) 
shows the result on emotion analysis, and Figure 7(b) 
shows the result on topic analysis. In Figure 7, the mark 
“10/3” indicates this result is generated under the settings 
of topic number is 10, and emotion number is 3.  

 

 
(a) Emotion Accuracy Changes with Emotion Number 

Changes 

 
(b) Topic Accuracy Changes with Topic Number Changes 

Fig. 5. Accuracy Changes with Number Changes 
 

 
(a) Emotion Accuracy Measurement When Topic 

Fixed  
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(b) Topic Accuracy Measurement When Emotion Fixed 

Fig. 6.  Accuracy Comparison among j-JTE, t-JTE, and v-JTE  
 

 
(a) Emotion Measurement with Different Topic/Emotion Number 

 

 
(b) Topic Measurement with Different Topic/Emotion Number 

Fig. 7. Accuracy Changes with Different Topic/Emotions 
 

Figure7 (a) shows j-JTE and t-JTE are always 
outperform v-JTE. The accuracy of j-JTE and v-JTE can 
be higher than 75%, while v-JTE can only stay below 50%.  
But, v-JTE is not as sensitive as the other two models are. 
J-JTE and t-JTE’s accuracy drops dramatically when the 
number of emotions increases.  

Figure 7(b) shows that j-JTE and t-JTE are better than 
v-JTE in topic detection too. The j-JTE and v-JTE have 
some crosses in the topic detection part, but generally j-
JTE is a little better than t-JTE (j-JTE has 4 points are 
above 65%, while t-JTE only has 2). Topic accuracy is not 
very sensitive to the topic number change, especially when 
the topic number is larger enough, namely to be 20 or 50, 
j-JTE keeps a relatively stable accuracy in topic detection.  

Overall, j-JTE has a best performance comparing to t-
JTE and v-JTE. Specifically, j-JTE outperforms t-JTE by 
4.4% and v-JTE by 18.1% in topic detection, and 
outperforms t-JTE by 7.1% and v-JTE by 39.7% in 
emotion detection. This proves that jointly using text 
features and vision features can help to improve the 
topic/emotion detection results. Besides, j-JTE has 
relatively high emotion detection accuracy (above 90% 
when emotion number is small, and above 70% when the 
number is large), and reasonable topic detection accuracy 
(above 60% in most cases). Thus, the JTE-MMHLDA is 
promising in solving the corresponding problem.  
 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE 
WORK 

 
This paper has proposed a JTE-MMHLDA model to 

detect images’ topic and emotion distributions in a unified 
framework. JTE-MMHLDA has extended the classical 
mmLDA, but expanded it to two levels, which can 
facilitate the topic/emotion sharing among images, and 
introduced an extra hidden variable to infer the emotion 
distribution for each images. The experiment and 
evaluation results show that JTE-MMHLDA is a 
promising model for simultaneously topic/emotion 
detection from images.  

However, something still needs to be strengthened in the 
future. First, we use Gibbs Sampling method to make the 
inference. The advantages of Gibbs Sampling are 
including easy to use and more accurate, but it is slower 
comparing to other inference methods. We will conduct 
some accelerate works in the future. Second, currently, the 
number of topics and emotions need to be manually 
determined, and we find sometimes it is hard to make 
precise estimations about these numbers. We are 
considering incorporating some non-parameter methods to 
help deal with the number determinations.  
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